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Abstract: Vigorous emphasis has been placed on optimizing land spatial planning to protect carbon
storage and enhance ecosystem resilience. What is the effectiveness of the Major Function-Oriented
Zone (MFOZ) planning implemented to achieve this goal in China? Especially in urbanized areas
where there are more pronounced conflicts between humans and land. Taking the Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei (BTH) urban agglomeration as the target area, this study explored the response of carbon
storage to land use/cover change (LUCC) and its vulnerability to ecological service functions under
MFOZ planning. The 30 m × 30 m spatially resolved Landsat TM/ETM remote sensing images
from 2000 to 2020 were used. The data preprocessing was performed mainly through radiometric
calibration, clipping, and reclassification through the ArcGIS 10.7 software. Applying the InVEST
model, which uses the LUCC map and carbon storage density of the four carbon pools, including
above-ground carbon density, below-ground carbon density, dead organic carbon density, and soil
organic carbon density, to evaluate the carbon storage under the current landscape or in the future,
the results show that: (1) The BTH ecosystem experienced a carbon storage reduction of about
7.25 × 107 Mg from 2000 to 2020 due to the expansion of construction land, which crowded out
cropland. Carbon storage in the BTH showed a high concentration in the “northeast-southwest”
direction and a tiny distribution in the “middle-east” direction. (2) From 2015, the initial effects
of the MFOZ planning were seen, with the ecological land in the Central Core Zone and Eastern
Coastal Development Zone decreasing while the proportion of high-carbon storage areas in the
Eastern Coastal Development Zone increasing. (3) Over the two decades, the land use intensity index
improved by 4.65 overall, and vulnerability worsened from 2000 to 2015 and was alleviated from
2015 to 2020. This study will provide a scientific reference for optimizing urban spatial land use
planning and promoting carbon sequestration in ecosystems.

Keywords: land use/cover change; carbon storage; InVEST model; Major Function-Oriented Zone
Planning; vulnerability; Moran’s I index

1. Introduction

To combat climate change, more than 130 nations and regions have put forward the
idea of carbon neutrality, including China [1,2]. Carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystems
plays a pivotal role in the global carbon budget and changes in the climate [3,4]. Due
to its tremendous biological capacity for carbon sequestration, the terrestrial ecosystem,
which is composed primarily of forest, grassland, wetland, mangroves, and seaweed, is
acknowledged as the second largest carbon storage system [5,6]. However, human-caused
changes to land use and cover, such as the expansion of building sites and the disappearance
of forests and grasslands, tend to have an impact on the vegetation and soil biomass of the
terrestrial ecosystem [7,8]. This phenomenon is most evident in highly urbanized areas [9],
which means that their carbon storage capacity and ecosystem carbon storage service
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functions are facing significant challenges. Land use/cover change (LUCC) was one of the
key factors influencing how the ecosystem evolved in terms of storing carbon [10,11]. In
the intensifying conflict between environmental protection and urbanization [12], assessing
the impact of LUCC in urban terrestrial ecosystems on carbon storage and the vulnerability
of carbon storage service functions is an urgent issue.

How to conserve carbon storage and improve ecosystem resilience through the rational
use and optimization of land space has received increasing attention from researchers [13].
Quantifying the link between LUCC and carbon storage is required to answer this question.
The preceding literature on the effects of LUCC on single or multiple carbon pools laid a
strong foundation. Some studies have proven the impacts of LUCC on carbon storage in
particular regions [11,14,15]. These regions embrace river basins [16–18], plateaus [19,20],
coastal areas [15,21], and arid zones [22,23], etc. Most findings prove that LUCC can increase
or decrease carbon storage by affecting soil structure and vegetation cover. However, the
bulk of prior research focused more on distinctive landscape areas, ecologically protected
zones, or ecologically vulnerable places and less on urban agglomerations that better
captured the influence of human activities on LUCC [24].

The protection of urban agglomeration ecosystems should receive special attention
because they are not only an important driving force for economic development but also
the focal point of urbanization. The existing papers studied the impact of LUCC on carbon
storage in the Yangtze River Delta region, Shanghai City, and Hubei Province and con-
cluded that LUCC caused by urbanization has an adverse impact on carbon storage [25–27].
Given the instance of Nanjing City, the loss of carbon storage might be mostly linked to
forest decline [28]. The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region in China is an ideal illustration
of a massive urban area. The LUCC in the BTH region has undergone a major transfor-
mation, which affects soil carbon storage and carbon balance and degrades the ecosystem
services of carbon absorption [29]. LUCC can be controlled through regulations or policy
instruments [30,31]. However, few studies have comprehensively analyzed the carbon
storage response to LUCC from the respective perspectives of land spatial planning or
urban management systems.

Major Function-Oriented Zone Planning (MFOZ) serves as a crucial element in China’s
spatial planning strategy, addressing the dual objectives of economic growth and ecological
conservation [32–34]. Research on spatial planning strategies has increasingly moved away
from focusing on how they affect social and economic efficiency to considering how they
affect ecological services [35]. Scholars have conducted interesting studies on the impact
of spatial planning policies on carbon storage changes by taking agricultural production
areas [36], environmental protection areas [35], and important ecological function areas as
target areas [37,38]. However, these studies have limited their scope to specific functional
areas and have not been expanded to include overall changes across different functional
areas. Under the goal orientation of coordinated development in the BTH, ecological
coordination is an important aspect. Thus, the BTH region follows and implements the
Chinese government’s MFOZ planning strategy. However, existing studies rarely analyze
carbon storage changes in the BTH urban agglomeration from the perspective of the MFOZ.
A decade has passed, but it is not known whether differentiated spatial planning has
contributed to ecological advancement and sustainable growth.

Organizations like the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the United
Nations Environment Program (UNEP) have proposed studies on the vulnerability of
integrated natural-human systems from the perspective of global climate change [39–41].
Carbon storage services are one of the most important components of ecosystem services.
Ecosystem service vulnerability is a property of ecosystems that exhibit a lack of adaptive
capacity when subjected to external disturbances, resulting in changes to their service
functions and attributes [38,40]. Most existing scholars have focused on carbon storage
changes induced by land use conversion [7,11,15,22,42], but the inherent relations between
LUCC and the functional vulnerability of ecosystem carbon storage services have not been
thoroughly investigated [43–45]. Therefore, a further study of urban ecosystem carbon
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storage changes and their vulnerability is necessary to mitigate the loss and degradation of
ecosystem services.

This study took the BTH region of China as the study area. It intends to investigate
how LUCC may affect the spatiotemporal dynamics of carbon storage and the vulnerability
of carbon storage services in urban ecosystems under MFOZ Planning. This study offers
two contributions: First, the study explores the vulnerability of ecosystem carbon storage
services by introducing the association between carbon storage changes and land use
intensity in urban areas with high human activity and intense urban expansion. Second, it
complements the study on the spatiotemporal dynamic effects of LUCC on carbon storage
and the vulnerability of its ecological service functions in terms of specific land space
management policies [19]. This work serves as a scientific resource for improving urban
spatial land use planning and fostering ecological carbon capture and storage [46].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The BTH region is located in the North China Plain (113◦27–119◦50′ E, 36◦05–42◦40′ N).
The BTH region is characterized by a humid, temperate continental monsoon climate,
located between the mid-latitude coastal and inland transition zones. There is relatively
high humidity in the air throughout the year, with rainfall in the summer and snowfall in
the winter. The average annual temperature ranges from 0 to 12 ◦C, and the average annual
precipitation ranges from 400 to 800 mm, decreasing from southeast to northwest. There
are various types of land, including plateaus, mountains, and basins, distributed in the
northwest, while the southeast is primarily covered with plains [47] (Figure 1). In 2020, the
areas of cropland, forest, grassland, water area, built-up land, and unused land accounted
for 46.16%, 21.02%, 15.73%, 3.31%, 13.00%, and 0.78% of the whole area, respectively. Land
use types have changed during the urbanization process. The total area of the BTH region
is approximately 216,000 km2, of which Beijing covers 16,400 km2, Hebei 187,700 km2, and
Tianjin 11,900 km2.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area. Figure 1. Location of the study area.

Beijing and Tianjin are surrounded by Hebei Province, which is composed of 11 prefecture-
level cities. The BTH region began implementing a provincial MFOZ plan in 2014, and its
13 cities are divided into four functional zones [48,49], namely the central core functional
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area (Beijing, Tianjin, Langfang, and Baoding), the central and Southern Hebei functional
expansion area (Shijiazhuang, Hengshui, Xingtai, and Handan), the coastal cultural devel-
opment area (Tianjin, Tangshan, and Cangzhou), and the northern ecological functional
area (Zhangjiakou, Chengde, Baoding, Beijing, and Qinhuangdao).

2.2. Research Methods

The steps outlined below were taken to analyze the dynamic evolution of urban
ecosystem carbon storage and its vulnerability to LUCC in the BTH region. Firstly, the
land use types are reclassified into six categories using the re-classification function of GIS
10.7 software. Using a single dynamic degree and land use transfer matrix approach, the
land use changes in the BTH area and each functional zone from 2000 to 2020 are evaluated
in time and space. Secondly, InVEST modeling is employed to assess the influence of LUCC
on total and sub-pool carbon storage, including the overall region and each functional
zone. Furthermore, local spatial autocorrelation was analyzed to investigate the temporal
and geographical variation properties of carbon storage using Moran’s I index. Finally,
an analysis and evaluation of LUCC’s effects on carbon storage and its vulnerability were
performed. The workflow diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The analytical framework of the study.

2.2.1. Land Use Transfer Matrix Analysis

The land use transfer matrix reflects the transfer of land use types clearly by establish-
ing a two-dimensional matrix. The formula is as follows:

Sij =


S11 S12 · · · S1n

S21 S22 · · ·
...

...
...

Sn1 Sn2 · · · Snn

 (1)

where Sij is the area of a certain land use type, n is the serial number of land use types,
and i and j are the serial numbers of the different land use types at the start and end of the
research period, respectively.

2.2.2. InVEST Model

The InVEST model is a comprehensive evaluation model of ecosystem service func-
tions. It can offer a variety of ecosystem services and value assessments, including habitat
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quality, water yield, soil and water conservation, carbon sequestration, etc. The carbon stor-
age is estimated using the InVEST model’s carbon storage module. The guiding principle
of InVEST is to use the LUCC map of the study area and the carbon storage density of the
four carbon pools, including above-ground vegetation carbon pools (AGC), below-ground
carbon pools (BGC), dead organic carbon pools (DOC), and soil organic carbon pools (SOC),
to evaluate the carbon sequestration under the current landscape or in the future. The
storage of the four carbon pools will be added to determine the overall carbon storage of
each map unit and the entire landscape [50].

CTotal = AGC + BGC + DOC + SOC (2)

where CTotal, AGC, BGC, DOC, and SOC refer to the four carbon storage pools (Mg/ha).
Although the carbon density parameters in the InVEST model were assumed to be static
and do not change over time, the study shows that the impact of LUCC on carbon storage
changes can be well assessed even if dynamic changes are ignored [51]. Viewing carbon
density as a constant is able to simplify the calculation and transfer process of carbon
storage as well as make discussions relative to the literature easier [11,51].

2.2.3. Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis

Spatial autocorrelation refers to the interrelationship between the attribute values of
a geographical object taken at adjacent spatial locations. It is a measure of the degree of
spatial aggregation or dispersion of the attribute. By identifying the significant level of
the Local Moran’s I statistic, the Local Indicator of Spatial Association (LISA) is used to
examine the spatial correlation and differences between a region and its environs. The
correlation between the attribute values of each geographic unit and its nearby spatial units
is further assessed using local spatial autocorrelation. The global Moran’s I is effectively
divided into regional units by the LISA index. The local Moran’s I may be calculated using
the following formula:

Ii =

(
Xi − X

)
S2

X
∑j 6=i

[
Wij
(
xj − x

)]
(3)

S2
X =

∑j

[
Wij
(
Xj − X

)2
]

N
(4)

where the meaning of the items on the right side of the equal sign is the same as in
Equation (1). In this study, the spatial autocorrelation types of BTH carbon storage are
classified into five structures using LISA plots: HH (high-high), LL (low-low), HL (high-
low), LH (low-high), and NN (non-significant). Among them, HH and LL are positive
correlation types, indicating a high degree of spatial aggregation of carbon storage, i.e., areas
with high/low carbon storage are also surrounded by high/low carbon storage; HL and
LH are negative correlation types, indicating spatial dispersion of carbon storage, i.e., areas
with high/low carbon storage are surrounded by low/high carbon storage; and NN
is a non-significant type, indicating no significant aggregation or dispersion of carbon
storage [25,52].

2.2.4. Ecosystem Vulnerability Assessment Methodology

According to the IPCC, vulnerability depends on exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive
capability. It refers to how fragile or incapable a system is to withstand the negative
consequences of climate change [43]. Schröter et al. [45] subsequently extended the concept
of vulnerability by proposing a starting point vulnerability assessment methodology to
include land use change. Based on the starting point vulnerability assessment method
proposed by Schröter et al. [45], the vulnerability of carbon storage services in ecosystem
services was measured using the potential impact index (PI), a method proposed by
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Metzger et al. [53] to quantify the vulnerability of land use change on ecosystem services,
which was calculated by applying the following formula:

PI =
Cx − Cy

Cy
÷

Yx −Yy

Yy
(5)

L = 100×
n

∑
i=1

(Di × Pi) (6)

where C represents carbon storage, L represents land use intensity, and x and y represent
the period’s first and last years, respectively. Di is the land type I’s land use degree grading
index, Pi is the percentage of the area occupied by land type I, and n is the total number of
land use categories.

2.3. Data Collection and Processing

The national-scale land use/cover change (LUCC) database established by the Institute
of Geographical Sciences and Resources, Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn
(accessed on 18 June 2022)) provided land use type data from 2000 to 2020 in 5-year intervals
for the BTH urban agglomeration. They are based on 30 m× 30 m spatially resolved Landsat
TM/ETM remote sensing images. It was discovered that the data set’s overall correctness
was greater than 90% via the consistent quality assessment, meeting the experimental
requirements [54]. The land use data were classified into six kinds using the supervised
classification technique in accordance with GB/T 21010-2017 (Table 1) [55]. The average
kappa value was 0.85, indicating a satisfactory result for the classification quality [56].

Table 1. Classification of Land use types in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region.

Code Land Use Type Original Code Original Land Use Type

1 Cropland 11, 12 Paddy fields and dry farmland

2 Forest 21, 22, 23, 24 Wood land, shrub land, sparsely forested land,
and other forested land

3 Grassland 31, 32, 33 High coverage grassland, middle coverage
grassland, and low coverage grassland

4 Water 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 River and canal, lake, reservoir and waterhole,
permanent glacial snow, shoals, and beachland

5 Settlement 51, 52, 53 Cities and towns, rural settlements, industrial
and traffic land

6 Unused land 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67
Sandy land, Gobi, saline-alkali land,

swampland, bare land, rock and gravel, and
other unused land

Carbon density is the amount of carbon stored per unit area. It is one of the vital
indicators for carbon storage estimation by InVEST. The primary sources for the parameters
of carbon density were field investigation reports and research literature. Two principles
were followed in the parameter selection process. First, the reference area should be
similar in geographical location (i.e., the same study area or latitude), topography, climate
conditions, and vegetation coverage as the object study area. Second, to prevent variations
in measurement or experimental techniques, data from the same author should be used
as much as possible. The carbon density data this study used were provided by the
literature, which also takes the BTH region as a target area [57]. It is one of the few articles
that modified the land biomass and soil organic carbon density in the BTH region based
on 25 years of average precipitation and temperature [58], which contributes to more
convincing results. The detailed values are shown in Table 2.

http://www.resdc.cn
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Table 2. Carbon density of each land cover type (Mg C/hm2).

Types of Land Use AGC BGC DOC SOC

Cropland 3.8 47.83 9.82 103.01
Forest 25.13 68.69 14.11 225.11

Grassland 20.92 51.27 10.55 94.93
Water 0 0 0 0

Construction land 0 0 0 74.12
Unused land 0 0 0 0

In this study, with reference to [48], the land use degree index is divided into 3 grades,
which means that n in Equation (6) is equal to 3. Specifically, forest land, grassland, and
water areas are graded 2, arable land is graded 3, construction land is graded 4, and unused
land is graded 1 (Table 3).

Table 3. Land use intensity division.

Land Use Type Cropland Forest Grassland Water Construction Land Unused Land

Land use intensity grade * 3 2 2 2 4 1

* 1 represents low land use grade; 2 represents relatively low land use grade; 3 represents relatively high land use
grade; 4 represents high land use grade.

3. Results
3.1. Spatiotemporal Changes in LUCC from 2000–2020

Cropland accounted for half of BTH’s total area, making it the largest land use on the
map. It is followed by forest and grassland, with unused land being the least abundant
land use type. The central and southern regions of Hebei Province, as well as coastal cities,
are where most of the agriculture is located. Grassland and forest are unevenly distributed
in the northeast of BTH, mainly in Zhangjiakou and Chengde cities. It is obvious that the
urban land extends outward from the center of the city (Figure 3).
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From a single land dynamic degree viewpoint, land use area changes intermittently
with time. From 2000 to 2005 and 2015–2020, the land use area apparently changed, but
in other periods it kept a stable pattern. It showed that building land witnessed the most
obvious shift, with a net increase of 10,267.68 km2, while forest and water land areas
rose by 1.92% and 10.79%, respectively. However, the area of cropland has been greatly
reduced, which is the dominant source of increased construction land, with a net decrease of
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−9428.18 km2. Grassland and unoccupied land both fell concurrently at rates of 3.52% and
19.24%, respectively (Table 4 and Figure 4).

Table 4. Changes in LUCC in the BTH region from 2000 to 2020 (in km2).

Year Item Cropland Forest Grassland Construction Land Unused Land Water
Area

2000 Area (km2) 109,323.04 44,631.91 35,282.41 17,862.32 2079.60 6469.43
2005 108,265.18 44,645.40 35,102.00 19,370.94 2020.97 6300.83
2010 104,007.01 44,957.28 34,042.27 26,171.10 1290.68 5726.45
2015 102,512.83 44,829.51 33,816.28 28,064.22 1409.16 5681.13
2020 99,894.86 45,488.65 34,040.88 28,130.00 1679.48 7167.64

2000–2005

Change Rate
(%)

−0.97% 0.03% −0.51% 8.45% −2.82% −2.61%
2005–2010 −3.93% 0.70% −3.02% 35.10% 36.14% −9.12%
2010–2015 −1.44% −0.28% −0.66% 7.23% 9.18% −0.79%
2015–2020 −2.55% 1.47% 0.66% 0.23% 19.18% 26.17%
2000–2020 −8.62% 1.92% −3.52% 57.48% −19.24% 10.79%
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Figure 4. Dynamic changes of LUCC types in the BTH region from 2000 to 2022.

The BTH area has witnessed a huge transformation among different land-use types
during the last two decades. As shown in the LUCC transfer matrix in Table 5, the area
that went through change was 214,965.50 km2, which represents 9.95% of the total. The
foremost change type was from agriculture to building land. The greatest area transferred
out was farmland, totaling 109,315.93 km2, of which 16,156.86 km2, or 14.80%, was turned
into building land. The largest area transferred was also cropland, which was mainly
construction land, accounting for 27.77%. However, the results showed that the cropland
was net transferred out, with an area of 9938.55 km2. The construction land saw a net
transfer, covering an area of 9892.98 km2. The conversion of cropland and grassland into
forest land, with more grassland being converted into forest land than cropland, is primarily
responsible for the growth of forest land. Additionally, a section of grassland is converted
to built-up land, resulting in a decrease in the overall amount of grassland. In short, despite
certain fluctuations over the last 20 years, built-up land, forests, and grasslands have seen a
net transfer in, while arable land, grasslands, and unused land have seen a net transfer out.
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Table 5. LUCC conversion matrix from 2000 to 2020 (in km2).

2000

2020 Cropland Forest Grassland Water Construction Unused Transfer in

Cropland — — 3466.44 6868.63 1827.23 7473.42 804.87 99,623.64
Forest 4652.48 — — 6769.08 356.80 224.30 76.75 45,292.73

Grassland 6706.04 6675.92 — — 485.11 348.34 315.59 33,931.74
Water 2318.49 251.46 448.38 — — 1280.95 148.11 6819.22

Construction 16,156.86 839.76 1364.35 817.61 — — 184.35 27,665.61
Unused 299.01 28.74 216.79 498.39 47.81 — — 1632.55

Transfer out 10,9315.93 44,475.63 35,067.98 6356.97 17,677.50 2071.49 214,965.50
Variation * −9692.29 817.11 −1136.24 462.25 9988.11 −438.94

* The value of variation is equal to transfer in minus transfer out; a positive value means an increase in the area of
the corresponding LUCC, and vice versa.

An overlay analysis was used to identify the distribution and evolution of land use
types in different Major Function-Oriented Zones. As shown in Figure 5, the area ratios of
different LUCC types in the four zones changed variously in 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015, and
2020. Cropland is the majority of the land in the four areas, and it makes up roughly 70% of
the Eastern Coastal Development Zone and the southern Functional Development Zone.
The dynamic trends of the four zones are the same as the whole BTH region, showing a
trend of cropland loss and construction land increase.
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Figure 5. Changes in LUCC types in function zones from 2000 to 2020. (a) Central Core Zone,
(b) Southern Expension Zone, (c) Eastern Coastal Development Zone, (d) NorthWest Ecological
Conservation Zone.

For specific functional areas, the second largest type of land use is construction land in
the Central Heart Function Zone, accounting for about 13%, which expanded to 20% in 2020.
A positive scenario is that the proportions of forest and grassland did not decrease. Over
the past 20 years, the proportion of water area in the Central Heart Function Zone ranks
only second to the Eastern Coastal Development Zone, which proves the effectiveness of
the water conservation policies. In the Eastern Coastal Development Zone and Southern
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Functional Development Zone, the proportion of cropland is higher than in other regions,
but with a decreasing tendency over the years. In comparison, the grassland area in the
Southern Functional Development Zone is large, only behind the Northwest Ecological
Conservation Zone among the four zones. The water area in the Eastern Coastal Develop-
ment Zone is the largest. In the Northwest Ecological Conservation Zone, with Zhangjiakou
and Chengde as the main bodies, natural land with high carbon storage density accounts
for nearly 90% of the total area. The forest land accounted for in the zone is the largest
proportion among the four districts, nearly equal to its construction land area.

3.2. Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Carbon Storage from 2000 to 2020

The findings indicate that there was a negative trend in the overall carbon storage of the
BTH area throughout the five time periods. It declined by 7.25 × 107 Mg between 2000 and
2020, with a decreasing rate of 1.79%. With a loss rate of around 0.70% between 2005 and
2010, carbon storage saw the quickest fall, making up more than a third of the overall loss
in carbon storage. The cumulative carbon storage losses from 2000 to 2005, 2010 to 2015,
and 2015–2020 totaled 2.89 × 106 Mg, 1.33 × 106 Mg, and 1.86 × 106 Mg, accounting for
12.39%, 25.96%, and 22.94% of the total carbon storage losses, respectively (Figure 6).
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It showed that the high carbon storage areas present characteristics of “Northeast
flake-Midwest belt-Southwest edge” (Figure 7). The predominant land use type in these
locations is forest land with a high soil carbon density. Beijing and Tianjin are the cities with
the least carbon storage in comparison. With the expansion of the urban scale, low-carbon
storage areas extend to the surrounding areas. Results also indicated that the coastal land
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use types of Tangshan, Tianjin, and Langfang are part of the water land, where carbon
storage is low as well.
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Figure 7. Spatial changes in carbon storage in BTH from 2000 to 2020.

The data were split into three groups, including declining, essentially unchanged, and
rising, with the purpose of more clearly portraying the regional heterogeneity of carbon
storage in the BTH region. Grid subtraction is performed on the carbon storage distribution
map of two adjacent time points from 2000 to 2020. Following raster reclassification, areas
with a change in carbon storage greater than 5% were labeled as increasing areas, regions
with a variation amount less than 5% were deemed to be declining areas, and areas with a
volume of change between ±5% were characterized as areas that had little to no change.
The results in Figure 7 and Table 6 showed that the carbon storage in the majority of the
regions has not altered between 2000 and 2020, accounting for 87.27% of the total area
of BTH. The south-central region of Hebei Province and the core metropolitan regions of
Beijing and Tianjin are where carbon storage is decreasing, accounting for 8.38% of the
total land. These regions are characterized by high human activity and more drastic land
use changes—for instance, the switch of significant portions of arable land to building
land—than other regions. The increase in carbon storage covers only 4.35% of the entire
region and is scattered in southwestern Zhangjiakou City, the south-eastern part of Chengde
City, and the marginal areas of other southeastern coastal cities in Hebei Province. Carbon
sequestration has benefited from the implementation of sustainable and environmentally
friendly initiatives such as the return of farmland to forest, restoring agricultural land to
forest, vegetation conservation, and the exploitation of water and unused land into land
with a high carbon density, like agricultural land.

Table 6. Area percentages of carbon density changes (%).

2000–2005 2005–2010 2010–2015 2015–2020 2000–2010 2000–2020

Unchanged area 98.78 90.37 95.14 94.83 89.73 87.27
Increased area 0.37 3.89 0.29 2.12 3.96 4.35
Decreased area 0.85 5.73 1.05 3.05 6.31 8.38

Carbon storage varies slightly with different types of land use throughout time. In
particular, there was an increase in the quantity of carbon preserved in forests, construction
grounds, and water, whereas there was a decline in farmland, grassland, and unoccupied
land. Cropland, forests, grasslands, and built-up land are listed in descending order of
the value for total carbon storage, as illustrated in Figure 8. The main reason is that most
areas of Hebei Province are covered with cropland, despite the highest carbon storage
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density of forestry land. Cropland is the dominant carbon sink in the terrestrial ecosystem
of BTH, contributing 41.37−44.46% of the complete carbon storage of the entire region.
After farmland, forest land has the second-largest carbon reservoir. In 2020, there were
more trees than at any time in the previous 20 years. Despite making up only 21.02% of the
overall land, it stores 38.15% of the region’s total carbon. As a result of BTH’s intensive
reforestation efforts and the implementation of environmental protection measures, its area
and carbon storage are growing annually.
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Figure 8. Carbon storage change of LUCC types in the BTH region from 2000 to 2020.

The carbon storage capacity of the four carbon pools decreased to various degrees
between 2000 and 2020 (Table 7). Specifically, carbon storage in the SOC pool covers
around 65% of the total, making it the most effective form of carbon storage. The SOC
pool and DOC pool had a total loss of 13.52 × 106 Mg and 9.36 × 106 Mg, respectively.
The carbon storage in the BGC pool fell from 10.10 × 108 Mg to 9.64 × 108 Mg, with a loss
of 45.57 × 106 Mg being the biggest. The carbon storage capacity of the AGC pool is the
weakest; it experienced a decrease of 4.02 × 106 Mg. Looking back at the results reported in
Table 4 in the past 20 years, it is not difficult to find that the change of farming land, forest,
and grassland into construction land performed a net transfer out. Sequestration of carbon
by these types of land uses, mainly through below-ground vegetation, results in the loss of
overall carbon storage.

Table 7. Carbon storage change of different carbon pools in the BTH region from 2000 to 2020
(unit: 106 Mg).

AGC BGC DOC SOC Total

2000 227.51 1010.36 207.55 2598.18 4043.61
2005 226.77 1004.47 206.34 2597.05 4034.63
2010 223.72 980.81 201.48 2600.55 4006.57
2015 222.36 971.63 199.60 2594.17 3987.75
2020 223.49 964.79 198.19 2584.66 3971.13

The decreasing order of carbon storage in the four MFOZs of the BTH was the North-
west Ecological Zone, the Central Core Zone, the Southern Expansion Zone, and the
Eastern Coastal Development Zone. To explore the carbon storage capacity of various
MFOZs, ArcGIS 10.7 software was used to reclassify the carbon storage volume, and the
natural breakpoint grading technique was employed to categorize the raster data into
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three groups: low carbon storage area (0–6.58 Mg C/ha), medium carbon storage area
(6.58–16.00 Mg C/ha), and high carbon storage area (16.00–29.97 Mg C/ha). Figure 9
demonstrates that the BTH region’s high carbon storage regions are mostly found in the
Northwest Ecological Zone, whereas they make up the smallest amount of the Eastern
Coastal Development Zone. The medium carbon pools are mainly located in the Southern
Expansion Zone and the Eastern Coastal Development Zone. Low-carbon storage areas
are situated in the Central Core Zone and the Eastern Coastal Development Zone, but a
higher proportion is in the Eastern Coastal Development Zone. From 2015 to 2020, the
high-carbon pools in the Eastern Coastal Development Zone gradually increased, while the
Central Core Zone followed the same trend but with a relatively small rate of change. The
proportion of carbon pools in each class in the Northwest Ecological Zone remains stable
across all classes over the period 2000–2020. However, in the Southern Expansion Zone and
the Eastern Coastal Development Zone, there has been an increased pattern of the carbon
pools shifting from medium to low grades, which is the major cause of the decline in total
carbon storage in the BTH region.
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3.3. Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis

Figure 10 presents the spatial autocorrelation patterns of carbon storage. It shows
the characteristics of high-high value region aggregation, low-low value region banded
distribution, and high-low and low-high value regions sporadically distributed. While the
low-value regions gather in Baoding, Shijiazhuang, Xingtai, Handan, and the center part of
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the middle-south region, the high-value areas of carbon storage are clustered in Chengde,
Zhangjiakou, and most counties in the northeast. High-low-value agglomeration is mainly
in Tianjin, scattered in Cangzhou, Shijiazhuang, Hengshui, and areas in the Middle East.
The low-high area is rare, scattered in several counties in Chengde and Zhangjiakou.
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3.4. Dynamic Response of Carbon Storage to Land Use Change

The superimposed partition analysis was used to obtain the dynamic response of
carbon storage to the 30 groups of LUCC change from 2000 to 2020. As shown in Figure 11,
the turning of significant tracts of cropland and grassland into building land as well as the
shift of forest land to grassland are the major causes of the loss of carbon storage in the
BTH. As the carbon density of the water and unused land is set at 0 Mg C/ha, the transfer
of water and unused land facilitates carbon sink yield. The conversion to cropland and
grassland increases carbon storage in the BTH region. However, the contributions to the
total carbon storage increase are slight. Over the 20 years, the switching of cropland to
construction land induced the largest reduction in carbon storage, at 103.643 × 107 Mg.

From 2000 to 2020, 73.65% of the cropland was converted to construction land, which
caused the barrenness or reduction of vegetation cover, reducing the carbon storage of
above-ground, below-ground vegetation, and dead organisms. In addition, the conver-
sion of arable land to water is also detrimental to the growth of carbon storage, result-
ing in a decline in vegetation carbon storage and soil carbon storage of 6.492 × 106 Mg
and 14.188 × 106 Mg, respectively. Meanwhile, there was also a minor conversion of
arable land to forest land, which brought about an increase in the total carbon storage of
21.802 × 106 Mg.

Since forests provide the maximum density of carbon storage, switching to any other
low-density land type will decrease carbon storage. The conversion of forest land to build-
able land over the past 20 years resulted in the biggest loss of carbon storage, amounting
to 20.639 × 106 Mg. Second, the reductions in carbon storage brought about by the con-
version of forest to agriculture and grassland were 15.531 × 106 Mg and 12.561 × 106 Mg,
respectively. These conversion mechanisms diminish soil carbon storage.

The conversion of grassland to arable land, water, construction land, and vacant land
resulted in losses of carbon storage of 1.709 × 106 Mg, 4.214 × 106 Mg, 10.497 × 106 Mg,
and 3.23 × 106 Mg, respectively. Moreover, the conversion of grassland to other land uses
resulted in a 12.267× 106 Mg net increase in carbon storage. The transformation of a sizable
tract of grassland into forest land increased carbon storage by 31.917 × 106 Mg.
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Figure 11. Dynamic response of carbon storage to land use change from 2000 to 2020.

All transfers of water land to other land use categories result in an increase in carbon
storage, totaling 28.902 × 106 Mg, due to the low carbon storage density of water area.
More specifically, the conversion of water land to cropland is responsible for 52.16% of the
entire increase in carbon storage. It means that between 2000 and 2020, a large amount of
water was used for food cultivation. Additionally, a small portion of the watershed was
turned into building land, grassland, and forest areas.

The turnout for building land increased the amount of carbon storage. There are
transfers in and out between building land and arable land, although the area transferred
out is smaller than the area transferred in. Therefore, a negative net increase was gained
in the ultimate carbon storage of the construction land itself. Due to the land manage-
ment initiatives like the MFOZ planning strategy, the growth of building land has been
constrained since 2015 (Table 4), and some areas have even been reverted to forest and
grassland [59]. Over the last 20 years, these two conversions have increased carbon storage
by 2.111 × 106 Mg and 1.694 × 106 Mg, respectively.

The lowest carbon storage density is attributable to the exploitation of undeveloped
land, which resulted in an increase in carbon storage of 18.451 × 106 Mg. A substantial
part of unused land shifted to cropland, followed by grassland, which brought about an
increase in carbon storage of 10.085 × 106 Mg and 5.490 × 106 Mg, respectively. Moreover,
a tiny portion of arable land was converted to building and forest land, increasing carbon
storage by a total of 2.876× 106 Mg. The establishment of environmental protection policies,
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which promote the growth of vegetative cover on vacant land, was largely responsible for
these outcomes.

3.5. Vulnerability Assessment of Ecosystem Carbon Storage Services

The vulnerability of carbon storage to LUCC in the BTH region was assessed for
periods of 2000–2005, 2005–2010, 2010–2015, and 2015–2020 (Table 8). It is revealed that the
land use intensity in the BTH region has increased by 4.65 unit indices within 20 years, with
a growth rate of 1.79%, demonstrating a tendency of growing initially and then declining. It
was the sharp increase in the highest graded index of construction land from 2000–2015 that
led to the increase in the composite index of BTH. The land use intensity decreased between
2015 and 2020 due to the slowdown in the growth of building land and the increase in the
amount of ecological land constrained by land conservation policies and environmental
protection rules.

Table 8. Potential impact of land use change on carbon storage capacity.

Year Land Use
Intensity Index

Land Use
Intensity Change

Total Carbon
Storage/Tg

Carbon Storage
Change/Tg PI */Tg

2000 259.33 — 4043.61 — —
2005 260.44 1.10 4034.63 −8.97 −8.13
2010 265.83 5.39 4006.57 −28.07 −5.21
2015 266.78 0.96 3987.75 −18.81 −19.68
2020 263.98 −2.80 3971.13 −16.62 5.94

* PI < 0 negative potential impact; PI = 0 no potential impact; PI > 0 positive potential impact.

In addition, the potential impact (PI) indices for the three time periods 2000–2005,
2005–2010, and 2010–2015 are all negative, at −8.13 Tg, −5.21 Tg, and −19.68 Tg, respec-
tively, while the PI index for 2015–2020 is 5.94. The results show the vulnerability of
ecosystem service functions for carbon storage deteriorating from 2000–2015, especially
from 2010–2015. It reveals that the lack of rational land utilization in the BTH region during
the 15 years has led to a dramatic increase in the potential negative impacts of carbon
storage services. The PI index turns from negative to positive, indicating that the problem
of vulnerability in the ecosystem service function of carbon storage has been alleviated.
Despite the continued existence of the aforementioned issues, the situation has improved.

4. Discussion
4.1. Spatiotemporal Impact of LUCC on Carbon Storage and Its Vulnerability to Service Functions

Influenced by LUCC, the terrestrial ecosystems of the BTH urban agglomeration
witnessed severe carbon storage losses between 2000 and 2020. The same findings were
also obtained in the studies of other scholars [25,54,57]. This result means that the BTH
ecosystem is suffering damage. The occupation of large amounts of ecological and arable
land is the main reason (i.e., the conversion of a considerable proportion of arable land,
which is the largest carbon pool in the BTH region, into land for construction with little
vegetation cover and frequent human activity) [60]. These trends and results also occurred
in similar regions, such as Jiangsu Province, Chongqing Province, and the Yangtze River
Delta [15,25,42,61].

The spatial and temporal variation of carbon storage were mainly consistent with
those of land use change, with the characteristics of “high concentration in the northeast-
southwest and little accumulation in the middle-east” [62]. It presented a significant spatial
auto-correlation that the high-high value areas are clustered in the northwest, the L-L value
areas are distributed in a band in the central-southern part, and the H-L and L-H value
areas are scattered around. Previous investigations also support our findings [54]. The
implementation of local land management policies during the synergistic development of
BTH has led to an increase in carbon storage with spatial spillover effects [63].
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The implementation of MFOZ Planning has yielded positive results. The results
showed that after a significant reduction in ecological land, such as forests and grasslands,
there has been an area increase in 2015–2020. Policy factors have effectively restricted the
expansion of urban sites. Meanwhile, under the regulation of environmental protection
policies, the ecological land in the Central Core Zone has stopped significantly transferring
out. Similar results have been obtained in another study [64]. Although total carbon
storage is still growing negatively, there has been a significant reduction in the amount
of carbon lost. This finding is corroborated by comparable studies [48,49]. Specifically,
the increase in the proportion of high carbon pools in the Eastern Coastal Development
Zone and the Central Core Zone are the main reasons for the above result. The Northwest
Ecological Zone has maintained its role of contributing the largest share of carbon storage
to the entire region through extensive forest and grassland coverage [54]. It implied that
the management of watersheds, forests, and agriculture had started to have a positive
effect on terrestrial carbon storage [65]. Similar results were obtained in the cases of the
Yangtze River Delta region and Nanning City in China [66]. Internationally, countries such
as Germany, France, the Netherlands, Korea, etc., implemented spatial planning strategies
based on their circumstances, which have also played a positive role [35,67].

Land use intensity changes and land use type transformations both have a direct
influence on carbon storage in the atmosphere. The analysis discovered a trend of growing
and then decreasing land use intensity in the BTH region during the previous 20 years.
Correspondingly, the vulnerability of the ecosystem carbon storage service function also
played a role in changing from deterioration to mitigation. After 2015, the vulnerability
index of ecosystem carbon storage service function in the BTH urban agglomeration turns
from negative to positive, indicating that the implementation of the policy of decommis-
sioning non-capital functions in Beijing in 2013, as well as the MFOZ planning in 2014,
are beginning to bear fruit. This reflects the gradual rationalization of regional land use
planning and regulation, and the continuous optimization of the spatial structure of urban,
agricultural, and ecological categories [46]. The MFOZ planning improved the efficiency of
land resource allocation and reverse ecological degradation [48].

4.2. Strategies to Increase Carbon Storage in BTH in the Future

An urgent agenda should be set to allocate and utilize land reasonably and mitigate
terrestrial carbon storage losses for BTH. The following recommendations deserve attention:
First and foremost, the government should judiciously regulate the different types of land
use, put special emphasis on structuring land use optimally [10], support the coordination
of urban growth, arable land protection, and ecological protection, and improve coastal
area management [61]. Encourage the steady expansion, or at the very least the stability, of
carbon-rich grassland and woodland regions. Secondly, the implementation of adaptive
management is seen as effective in enhancing the resilience of carbon storage functions
in terrestrial ecosystems [26,68]. Social investment is needed to dynamically monitor
and regulate land bearing in areas of frequent human activity and industrial intensity.
Scientific management tools are bound to be used for the rational allocation of land-industry-
population to reduce land-use intensity and meet ecosystem capacity and socioeconomic
needs simultaneously. The last but not the least, being aware of the numerous roles of the
land and understanding the transition from a single land function to a production-ecological
compound function [22]. For example, encourage inter-cropping patterns, develop under-
forest economics, and enhance the greenbelt provision to increase the area of ecological land
while improving food supply and urban development. In summary, existing policies such
as the establishment and management of protected areas, differentiated land management,
and the expansion of urban carbon sinks can be used as policy instruments to enhance the
ecological service function of carbon storage in megacities.

There are large differences in the impact of LUCC on carbon storage in the major
functional areas under different planning policies [54]. By optimizing the effectiveness of
land use within the corresponding functional orientation of each zone, the formulation
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and implementation of MFOZ planning according to regional differentiation allow for
controlling the disorderly development of land space and mitigating the deterioration
of the ecological environment [48]. Given that the results showed that carbon storage
patterns shift in geographically diverse ways at Major Function Oriented Zones. Water
conservation and reforestation are crucial for balancing the loss of carbon storage [69].
Restrict the conversion of cropland to construction land in the Central Heart Function
Zone and Southern Functional Development Zone, which are instrumental in carbon
storage and promote carbon balance in the BTH region. It is undeniable that differentiated
planning policies for carbon stock increases should be accompanied by differentiated carbon
compensation schemes to foster the synergistic development of ecology and economy in
the whole region. In summary, this “win-win” strategy of spatial planning policy is also
suitable for replication in other countries.

4.3. Limitations and Future Perspectives

The research also involves some questions that remain unresolved. Some uncertain
factors may exist when calculating carbon storage via the InVEST model. Firstly, the carbon
density estimates used in this study are not based on precise measurements but rather
on results from earlier research that have been weather-adjusted. The conclusions of the
overall research are unaffected, although future carbon density measurements still need to
be more accurate. Secondly, interannual and seasonal variations in carbon density variation
were not considered, owing to the lack of conditions for implementing field monitoring
and the unavailability of more precise data required [11,70]. A dynamic approach or a more
comprehensive estimation model is also needed, which are the future research directions
in this field. Finally, the data on land use change is mostly based on the use of remote
sensing technology. Although remote sensing technology is maturing, the accuracy of land
use classification is difficult to guarantee due to the subjective factors of operators in the
process of remote sensing image interpretation.

In metropolitan settings, the effect of land use conversion on carbon storage is more
complicated. For instance, the stark disparity between producing and living land, the
likelihood of frequent land use changes, or the inability to assess these elements’ influence
on the soil all contribute to erroneous measurement results. Moreover, with the rapid
urbanization process, plenty of individuals move to the city, which may result in a lot of
abandoned farmland or poor management of grassland and forests, which lowers plant
cover or soil organic compounds below the target value of carbon storage density.

5. Conclusions

Carbon storage is a key indicator to measure ecosystem services [62]. Recently, vig-
orous emphasis has been placed on optimizing land spatial planning to protect carbon
storage and enhance ecosystem resilience. This study explored the response of carbon
storage to LUCC as well as the vulnerability of its ecological service functions under MFOZ
planning. The main findings are as follows:

(1) The BTH urban ecosystem experienced a carbon storage reduction of about 7.25 × 107 Mg
from 2000 to 2020. The main cause is the expansion of construction land, which
crowded out cropland, with cropland being the largest carbon pool. The spatial
distribution of carbon storage displayed high consistency with land use distribution
and tended to be aggregated in space. The distribution of high carbon storage shows a
pattern of “northeast flaky-Midwest belt-southwest edge point”, while the low carbon
storage areas are concentrated in the central areas of Beijing and Tianjin.

(2) The BTH agglomeration’s land area is separated into four categories for differentiated
development under MFOZ planning. The high-carbon place is mainly concentrated
in the Northwest Ecological Zone, the medium-carbon field is located in the Southern
Expansion Zone, and the low-carbon location is distributed in the Eastern Coastal
Development Zone and the Central Core Zone. The first consequences of the MFOZ
design were apparent starting in 2015, with the ecological land in the Central Core Zone
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and Eastern Coastal Development Zone stopping decreasing, meanwhile, the proportion
of high-carbon storage areas in the Eastern Coastal Development Zone increased.

(3) Over the two decades, the land use degree index improved by 4.65 overall, with PI
indices ranging from −8.13 to 5.94 Tg, which are the positive results of the slowdown
in construction land expansion. Vulnerability worsened from 2000–2015 and was alle-
viated from 2015–2020. This reflects the gradual rationalization of land use planning
and regulation in the BTH region.
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